
➢   After your Roof-A-Cide® program begins, you will never have to pressure wash
     your roofs again.

➢  Enjoy mold and algae free roofs year after year without the damaging effects of
    pressure cleaning or harsh chemicals.

➢  Works on tile, shingle and most metal roofs.

➢  Full 2 Year Warranty against mold, mildew, and algae.

➢  Tested and Approved by many major roofing manufacturers as the safest way to
    keep your roofs clean.

➢  Roof-A-Cide® is EPA approved and safe for people, pets & plants.

➢  Customize your RoofAid Maintenance Plan to include rooftop inspections,
    repairs of cracked/broken tile and gutter cleaning.  All while having your roofs
    treated by our Colonial Roofing service technicians.

Colonial Roofing is a state certified, licensed roofing contractor specializing in Condominium/
HOA repairs and roof replacements since 1978.  Why would you let anyone else on your 
Association’s most precious assets?  

Contact us today to learn more.

Colonial Roofing Is Adding
Roof-A-Cide® 

to Your RoofAid Maintenance Program

Serving Col l ier,  Lee, Charlotte,  Sarasota and Manatee Counties

239-458-1000          www.ColonialRoofing.com          941-706-2444 
State License #CCC1328330
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About Roof-A-Cide®

Roof-A-Cide® began as a product concept in Davie, Florida in early 1992 as a safer alternative to the 
damaging process of repeated roof cleaning which was considered “unavoidable” throughout South 
Florida. Over the next few years, the product was tested and refined until it performed successfully 
and consistently on approximately 2,000 homes throughout Broward County. To date, Roof-A-Cide® 
has been used on well over 200,000 homes in 14 states throughout the US and South America.

Roof-A-Cide® has been tested and approved by the largest manufacturers of the following roof systems:

Concrete Tile 

Asphalt Shingle

Stone-Coated Metal

Slate

Clay Tile

Typical roof cleaning methods in South Florida involve either pressure cleaning or chemical treatments 
such as Chlorine Bleach or Sodium Hydroxide. But the effects are very temporary and will have to be 
repeated every 6-12 months in order to maintain the appearance of the roof.  While these methods 
are effective, repeated cleaning with these methods will lead to premature aging of the roof. The 
natural erosion that occurs over time from the basic forces of heat, cold, wind, and rain alone are 
enough to bring most roofs to the point where annual inspections and minor repairs are a necessity to 
prevent significant repair costs. But when the roof is repeatedly subjected to high pressures or harsh 
chemicals, the aging of the roof is greatly accelerated. 

Roof-A-Cide® is the only EPA and Manufacturer Approved product that is specifically designed to 
prevent algae growth on roofs and cost-effectively eliminate the need for repeated cleaning. And with 
follow-up treatments only required every few years, foot traffic on the roof, disruption to residents, and 
costs are all minimized.

“The Treatment is the Cure!” and Roof-A-Cide® is the 
only sensible approach to keeping your roof clean!
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